
EMANCIPATION SUCCESS OR FAILURE

The emancipation of the serfs happened for a mired of reasons. Most of which are tied to Russia as a nation. The defeat
in the Crimean war for.

Expansionism and patriotism Some aspects of abolitionism and emancipation dovetailed neatly with
expansionist policies and patriotic sentiment. The Emancipation of the Russian Serfs, Michael Lynch takes a
fresh look at the key reform of 19th-century Russia. This image shows a Union soldier reading the
Proclamation to a slave household. So limited was the supply of affordable quality land to the peasants that
they were reduced to buying narrow strips that proved difficult to maintain and which yielded little food or
profit. The war changed all that. That victory came in September at Antietam. The way he explained the
Proclamation made it acceptable to much of the Union army. They expected slavery to die on its own over
time. Rather, it declared free only those slaves living in states not under Union control. Imperial Russia
underwent no such transition. The serfdom that had operated in Russia since the middle of the seventeenth
century was technically not slavery. Even one full year into the Civil War, the elimination of slavery was not a
key objective of the North. Abraham Lincoln left this aspect of legacy to the people. Click here for the text of
this historical document. The decree also left room for a plan of compensated emancipation. Rather than using
these funds to facilitate an effective transition from slavery to free labour, the planters invested them in the
British bond and property markets. In Russia the traditional relationship between lord and serf was based on
land. The emancipation law, from this perspective, was a moderate measure in that it compensated not the
slaves, who had built up the wealth of Britain and its colonies through centuries of unpaid labour, but their
former owners. But the ongoing mission to suppress slavery on a global scale also permitted them to monitor
the naval ambitions of other European powers. Whatever emancipation may have offered to the peasants, it
was not genuine liberty. The landowner did not own the serf. As a result, he was free to move around
compared to other slaves. Even if a foreign government wanted to intervene on behalf of the South, its
population might object. The peasants found themselves saddled with redemption payments that became a
lifelong burden that then had to be handed on to their children. The abolitionist campaign was taken into the
heart of Africa, and gunboat diplomacy was used to encourage African rulers to end the slave trade in their
own dominions. To gain support, he proposed that slaveowners be compensated for giving up their "property.
Emancipated - but not free Emancipation Day â€” Friday, 1 August â€” was celebrated throughout the British
Caribbean at chapels, churches and government-sanctioned festivals, some of which were held under the
watchful eyes of hundreds of extra troops. In what ways were the Russian peasants better off because of
Emancipation, in what ways worse off? Lord Palmerston once remarked: 'If there was a particularly old,
slow-going tub in the navy, she was sure to be sent to the coast of Africa to try and catch the fast-sailing
American clippers. Alexander II was not being liberal for its own sake. As long as its army remained strong
Russia could afford to ignore its backwardness as a nation. He emphasized emancipation as a way to shorten
the war by taking Southern resources and hence reducing Confederate strength. Do you accept the view that
the Emancipation of the Serfs was symptomatic of the unwillingness of the tsarist system to embrace much
needed root and branch reform? The shock to Russia was profound. They were also entitled to decide which
part of their holdings they would give up. By , there were 2, individuals in this class in Antigua, 6, in British
Guyana, 12, in Barbados and 17, in Jamaica. This tends to suggest that Alexander II and his government
deliberately set out to betray the peasants.


